CUSTOM INDUSTRIAL
FOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

www.millardmfg.com
Millard Manufacturing Corporation is a stainless steel fabricator specializing in custom machinery and equipment for industrial food processing plants. We design, build, and install a wide range of quality equipment from simple drip pans to sanitary conveyors to high-speed filling systems to a complete cut floor with multiple de-boning lines. We have over 40 years of experience cooperatively working with our customers nationwide from small operations to large corporations. All our equipment is manufactured to strict Safety & Sanitary Design Standards.

We partner with our customers for the long term to help them meet their goals in the areas of production yields, sanitary designs, equipment reliability, labor costs, food safety, and ergonomics and to meet these goals in a timely and cost-effective manner.
**In-House Passivation**
Chemically restores the original corrosion resistance of stainless steel after fabrication.

**Safety and Sanitary Design Standards**
Necessary standards our customers, the industry and Millard expects from our products.

**Metal Service Center**
Unique advantage to start your projects quickly... custom, cut-to-size or a truck load.

**Factory Acceptance Testing**
Large facility capacity to prove out your product before it ships.

**Solutions Provider**
Millard provides not just custom products but products to solve your problems.

**3D Modeling**
Latest 3D modeling to help visualize and support production of your products.

www.millardmfg.com
Quick Facts

- Design, Build, and Install
- “In-house” Passivation
- Utilize Current Safety and Sanitary Designs
- Highly Experienced Engineers, Fabricators, Assemblers, & Installers
- Cooperative and Innovative Engineering
- Custom Designed to Your Specifications and Needs
- Extensive Stainless Inventory at our Metal Services Division
- “In-house” Factory Acceptance Testing (F.A.T.) Capabilities

Additional Industries Served

- Animal Health
- Bakery Operations
- Case-Ready Beef & Pork
- Cereal Processors
- Chemical Plants
- Corn Processing Plants
- Dairy Food Processing
- Ethanol Plants
- Grain & Flour Milling Operations
- OEM
- Pet Food Processors
- Pharmaceutical Operations
- Prepared Food Operations
- Public Works
- Seafood Processors
- Vegetable Processors
- Waste Water Facilities

OptiGrip walk surface is the superior choice for sanitary applications that require sure footing. Standardized on by major food processors, this proprietary design will provide you with a long lasting, easily cleaned walk surface that stands up to harsh and frequently cleaned environments. The pre-formed tread design permits easy fabrication of your own stairs and platforms.

Partial Customer List

- Bush Brothers & Company
- Campbell Soup LLC
- Cargill Meat Solutions
- Conagra Foods Inc
- Farmland Foods Inc
- Frito-Lay
- Hershey Pasta Group
- Hormel Foods Corporation
- Kellogg Company
- Kraft Foods Global Inc
- Millard Refrigerated Serv
- Morgan Foods Inc
- Nestle USA Inc
- Pepperidge Farms
- Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co
- Ralston Purina Co.
- Rotella’s Italian Bakery
- Smithfield Foods Inc
- Tyson Foods Inc
- Wayne Farms LLC

OptiGrip walk surface is the superior choice for sanitary applications that require sure footing. Standardized on by major food processors, this proprietary design will provide you with a long lasting, easily cleaned walk surface that stands up to harsh and frequently cleaned environments. The pre-formed tread design permits easy fabrication of your own stairs and platforms.
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